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Abstract—While distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks are easy to launch and are becoming more damaging, the defense
against DDoS attacks often suffers from the lack of relevant knowledge of the DDoS traffic, including the paths the DDoS traffic has
used, the source addresses (spoofed or not) that appear along each path, and the amount of traffic per path or per source. Though IP
traceback and path inference approaches could be considered, they are either expensive and hard to deploy or inaccurate. We
propose PathFinder, a service that a DDoS defense system can use to obtain the footprints of the DDoS traffic to the victim. PathFinder
employs an architecture that is easy to implement and deploy on today’s Internet, a PFTrie data structure that introduces multiple
design features to log traffic at line rate, and streaming and zooming mechanisms that facilitates the storage and transmission of DDoS
footprints more efficiently. Our evaluation shows that PathFinder can significantly improve the efficacy of a DDoS defense system, its
PFTrie data structure is fast and has a manageable overhead, and its streaming and zooming mechanisms significantly reduce the
delay and overhead in transmitting DDoS footprints.
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1 INTRODUCTION

TODAY’S Internet is vulnerable to distributed denial-
of-service (DDoS) attacks. During a DDoS attack, an

attacker controls many compromised machines to send
unwanted traffic toward the victim in order to exhaust
the network or computational resources needed to access
the victim. DDoS attacks have become more frequent and
damaging to many network services [1]. An attacker with
ample resources can easily launch DDoS attacks with an
overwhelming traffic volume and take down nearly any
Internet service. For instance, a large-scale DDoS attack
on Dyn [2] easily disabled its domain name service and
crippled many major web services that relied on it such
as Twitter, PayPal, and over fifty others for hours. DDoS
attacks have also become more sophisticated, such as those
described in [3], [4], [5].

While many DDoS defense systems have been proposed,
a primary challenge in effectively defending against DDoS
attacks is that a DDoS defense system usually has little
knowledge regarding which paths DDoS traffic has traveled
along, how much traffic traveled along each path, and also
which source addresses or prefixes of the DDoS traffic are
associated with each path. Such information about the DDoS
traffic, which we collectively call DDoS traffic footprints,
if available, can enable a DDoS defense system to become
more informed and thus more effective in handling DDoS
attacks. For example, it may learn which autonomous sys-
tems (ASes) or AS paths have seen a large amount of traffic
to the victim, thus more preferably deploying DDoS traffic
filters there; it can also know better which source addresses
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Fig. 1: A DDoS attack and defense example.

(or more likely the source IP prefixes, for scalability) to
filter in the case of source-based filtering; and it could also
conduct traffic pattern analysis if the footprints are contin-
uously provided. Fig. 1 shows an example: while the DDoS
traffic toward the victim originates from—and is forwarded
by—many ASes, if the DDoS defense system knows the AS
paths of the DDoS traffic toward the victim, it can request
that specific ASes on the paths, such as AS 2 and AS 6, filter
the DDoS traffic.

In fact, even when facing more complex DDoS scenarios,
a DDoS defense system can still benefit from DDoS traffic
footprints. First, when a DDoS attack employs large-scale
IP spoofing, as long as the defense can determine which
traffic is DDoS traffic, with the DDoS traffic footprints,
such as the paths of DDoS traffic or which ASes carry the
traffic, the defense will still know correctly where to deploy
DDoS traffic filters en route and mitigate the DDoS attack
effectively. On the other hand, the traffic footprints can help
detect IP spoofing if they show that traffic from the same
IP addresses to the DDoS victim originated from differ-
ent ASes. (Here, we leave out the details on determining
whether given traffic is DDoS or spoofed (or both), which
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is the responsibility of DDoS defense itself and out of the
scope of this paper.) A potentially concerning issue is the
dynamic nature of DDoS traffic paths since a DDoS attack
may periodically switch to a new batch of DDoS bots to
launch its attack, likely from different paths [6], [7]. Here,
we can safely assume the resource for any DDoS attack is
limited, including the number of DDoS bots as well as the
paths incurred by the DDoS traffic. So, while it is possible for
a DDoS attack to change the bots and shift the attack paths,
it will eventually exhaust all potential bots and possible
attack paths, and a DDoS defense system can still benefit if it
learned the IP sources of bots and their paths used to attack
a DDoS victim. Plus, as the DDoS traffic approaches the
victim, even if the DDoS traffic keeps changing their paths,
the paths will converge, allowing the PathFinder to discover
their common hops where DDoS filters may be deployed.
Finally, some DDoS attacks are transient; however, as long
as they last longer than what it takes to learn and report
their footprints, a DDoS defense solution can still leverage
the footprints in mitigating such DDoS attacks.

Various approaches to obtaining such information could
be considered, including numerous IP traceback approaches
and path inference methods that aim to address the asym-
metric nature of Internet paths and ascertain the paths
traveled by DDoS packets to reach the victim. Unfortunately,
as we will discuss in more detail in Sec. 2, these approaches
have serious drawbacks. For example, the path inference
methods are often inaccurate; IP traceback approaches in-
troduce significant changes to router hardware or software,
rely on inter-AS collaboration, and need routers on the
Internet to constantly monitor the traffic. These approaches
are also not well-equipped to provide other footprint infor-
mation, such as total or per-source bandwidth consumption
information or the IP addresses or prefixes of DDoS sources.

We therefore introduce the PathFinder system as a ser-
vice for DDoS defense systems. Upon request from a DDoS
defense system on behalf of a DDoS victim, PathFinder can
gather and provide the footprints of the traffic to the victim.
We make the following contributions:
• PathFinder consists of an architecture that is easy to
implement and deploy on today’s Internet. Every AS can
join PathFinder without reliance on other ASes, and it
employs an on demand service model with low overhead.
PathFinder does not require every AS to participate in
order for PathFinder to benefit DDoS defense.
• We design the setup and operations of each component
of the architecture while considering a series of real-world
factors and the high speed and large scale of DDoS traffic.
• We design a new data structure called PFTrie that sup-
ports fast and easy storage and retrieval of traffic footprint
information, with a set of PFTrie optimization methods.
• We design a streaming mechanism that manages the tim-
ing of transmitting traffic footprints, including adaptively
adjusting the transmission interval to lower the overhead.
• We also introduce a new mechanism called zooming that
enables PathFinder to dynamically adjust its granularity
in collecting DDoS footprints for better efficiency.
• We evaluate PathFinder and show that PathFinder can
significantly improve the efficacy and efficiency of DDoS
defense, its PFTrie is fast and has a manageable overhead,
its streaming and zooming mechanisms are fast and ef-

ficient, and PathFinder can also sample DDoS traffic at
certain rate over a time window to still capture DDoS
footprints with high accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first
discuss related work in Sec. 2, followed by an overview of
PathFinder in Sec. 3. We then describe individual compo-
nents of PathFinder, including the PathFinder monitor in
Sec. 4, the PFTrie data structure for traffic logging in Sec. 5,
the PathFinder proxy in Sec. 6, the streaming mechanism in
Sec. 7, and the zooming mechanism in Sec. 8. We evaluate
PathFinder in Sec. 9, discuss several open issues in Sec. 10,
and conclude the paper in Sec. 11. This work is an extended
version of our conference paper [8]. In comparison to the
conference paper, this work introduces streaming and zoom-
ing mechanisms and their evaluation results, conducts new
evaluation of PathFinder’s efficacy in partial deployment
scenarios and the traffic capturing strategy, and updates the
discussions on system scalability, security, and deployment
issues.

2 RELATED WORK

DDoS defense can be broadly categorized into on-the-path
defense and cloud-based defense. On-the-path defense re-
quires a node (a router or an AS) that is on the paths of
DDoS traffic toward the victim to filter the DDoS traffic.
As defined in [9], on-the-path defense may happen at the
victim networks, which may be too late to mitigate an
overwhelming amount of DDoS traffic, or at the source ends
where the DDoS traffic originate, which then requires to
locate a large number of DDoS sources and deploy defenses
there. It is thus no surprising that DDoS defense not at either
end, i.e., in-network defense, have become attractive; many
in-network solutions exist, including Poseidon [10], VIF [11],
Stellar [12], SENSS [13], DrawBridge [14], StopIt [15], and
TVA [16]. A crucial challenge here is to know with little
delay the DDoS footprints such as the paths of DDoS traffic
and the volume distribution along different directions in
order to deploy DDoS filters at the right nodes en route.
In contrast, cloud-based defense, also known as scrubbing-
center-based defense, such as those defined in [17], [18],
first redirects a victim’s traffic via the DNS and/or BGP
protocols to a traffic scrubbing service, which then cleanses
the traffic by filtering out the DDoS traffic before forwarding
the cleaned traffic to the victim. Cloud-based defense can
introduce extra overhead and additional delay as the traffic
has to travel extra hops before reaching the victim; more-
over, it may not be able to redirect enough attack traffic as
attackers could bypass DNS and/or BGP. Clearly, if an in-
network DDoS defense knew the paths of DDoS traffic, or
more generally, the DDoS traffic footprints, it would become
more informed and thus effective, including becoming more
competitive against cloud-based solutions.

2.1 IP Traceback
IP traceback, first introduced in [19], allows a victim to trace
the source of an IP packet it has received and reconstruct
the router-level path taken by the packet, even if the source
address of the packet is spoofed. While many IP traceback
solutions have been proposed [20], marking and logging are
the two most well-developed approaches.
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In a marking approach, such as those described in [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], when a router along a path
forwards a packet to the victim, the router marks the packet
with its own IP address (or its hashed result) or an edge that
the packet has traversed, typically using some unused fields
in the IP header of the packet. When the victim receives
enough marked packets, even if routers en route mark packets
with certain probability rather than all the time, the victim
can then reconstruct the paths of these packets (assuming
the paths are stable).

In a logging approach, such as those described in [28],
[29], [30], as a router along a path forwards a packet to
the victim, instead of marking the packet, the router uses
some data structure (e.g., a Bloom filter) to store the digest
of the packet (rather than the packet itself in order to save
space), enabling it to later determine whether it has seen
the packet. When the victim wants to trace a packet, it
can query its upstream routers, asking whether they have
seen the packet. Similarly, a router that has seen the packet
can query its neighboring routers about the packet, and so
on. Eventually, the victim can reconstruct the packet’s path
using an ordered list of routers that have seen the packet.

PathFinder has advantages over existing IP traceback
approaches in the following respects:
• Operation: PathFinder is also essentially a logging ap-
proach, but while existing IP traceback approaches record
packet information or mark packets constantly, PathFinder
is an on-demand service and PathFinder monitors will
only record traffic information when requested.
• Overhead: Because it operates on demand, PathFinder
incurs much less operational overhead than existing IP
traceback approaches. In addition, packet marking ap-
proaches will modify packets before forwarding them,
which will introduce delays in processing packets and
could downgrade the network throughput significantly,
especially when dealing with a high-bandwidth link.
• Accuracy: The accuracy of the marking approaches de-
pends on how many marked packets the victim can receive
to reconstruct the paths of packets. The accuracy can suffer
if the victim cannot receive enough marked packets, such
as when its inbound link is congested with DDoS traffic.
The existing logging approaches as well as PathFinder, on
the other hand, so long as their monitoring mechanism
can process packet headers at line speed, can log packet
information with little loss and reach a high accuracy.
• Deployability: Existing IP traceback approaches face ob-
stacles for deployment: Whether based on marking or
logging techniques, they introduce significant hardware
or software changes to routers and also require inter-AS
collaboration. Further, as marking approaches overload
existing IP header fields with marks, they may inter-
fere with the defined functionality of those fields and
even cause confusion at network equipments that are
not aware about marking functionalities. PathFinder in-
stead introduces few changes to routers, and PathFinder-
participating ASes talk directly with a PathFinder proxy
and do not need to communicate with each other.

2.2 Path Inference
Researchers have studied how to infer the path between two
end points on the Internet. Without assuming any control

over the network infrastructure or access to end points, re-
search in [31] investigated how to leverage Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP) tables collected from multiple vantage points
to infer the AS path between any two end points on the
Internet. Also, via the probing from multiple vantage points
and the IP timestamp and record route options, research
in [32] proposed a “reverse traceroute” to allow a user to
infer the path from a remote end point to the user, without
accessing the remote end point. Inference-based approaches
do not require changes to network equipment and are easy
to deploy. However, they are generally subject to some
degree of inaccuracy (e.g., the accuracy from the research
in [31] is between 70% and 88%). Moreover, since they are
not based on watching traffic in real time, they will not be
able to report the bandwidth consumption and other traffic-
related information associated with the inferred path. Sim-
ilarly, path inference approaches are not suited for finding
the paths of DDoS traffic using spoofed IP addresses, as they
require the true IP addresses of DDoS bots to infer the paths
of DDoS traffic.

3 PATHFINDER OVERVIEW

3.1 PathFinder as a Service for DDoS Defense
We designed PathFinder as a service for DDoS defense.
Upon request from a DDoS defense system, PathFinder can
provide the footprints of all the traffic toward a victim that
each participating AS has witnessed. Note that PathFinder
does not distinguish DDoS traffic from the legitimate traf-
fic, which PathFinder assumes to be the job of the DDoS
defense. The footprints include:

• all the AS paths taken by the traffic;
• if requested, the source IP addresses or prefixes of

the traffic; and
• if requested, the amount of traffic per source address,

or per source prefix, or per AS en route, or other
information about the traffic.

Note that DDoS defense systems typically inform ASes, not
routers or mitigation appliances in those ASes, which traffic
should be filtered. It is up to an AS to determine internal
locations of filtering DDoS traffic. PathFinder therefore only
needs to record AS-level paths of DDoS attacks.

When requesting the PathFinder service, a DDoS defense
system can specify to PathFinder a set of parameters regard-
ing the traffic footprints, including:

• the destination address of the victim, which could be
an IP address or prefix, or an IP address plus a port
number;

• the length of time for which to collect the traffic
footprints (typically during the DDoS attack);

• from which ASes (if not all the ASes supporting
PathFinder) to collect the traffic footprints;

• whether to collect the source addresses or prefixes of
the traffic, and if so, the prefix granularity (e.g., /24
to learn all the /24 prefixes; /32 to learn all the /32
prefixes, i.e., all the source IP addresses); and

• whether to collect the bandwidth consumption of the
traffic, and if so, the granularity (per source address,
per source prefix, or per AS en route) and the unit
(packets per second or bits per second).
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3.2 Architecture

PathFinder is a log-based system that enables a client—
which is any DDoS defense system in this paper—to learn
the AS paths, sources, bandwidth consumption, and other
information concerning the traffic toward a DDoS victim,
i.e., the footprints of the traffic. As we will show in the rest
of this paper, PathFinder is easy to deploy as it requires
minimal reconfiguration of routers; it is scalable as it will
continue to perform well if there is more traffic from more
sources or if more ASes support PathFinder; and it is accu-
rate, fast, and efficient in providing the traffic information.

Fig. 2: PathFinder architecture.

Fig. 2 shows the high-level architecture of PathFinder. It
consists of three types of entities:
• PathFinder clients which interact with their proxy to
request the PathFinder service and retrieve from their
proxy the footprints of the traffic to a DDoS victim;
• PathFinder proxies which (1) pass their clients’ requests
(including all parameters described in Sec. 3.1) to the
PathFinder monitors at all participating ASes; (2) receive
and process PathFinder logs (PFLogs) from these moni-
tors, which they use to derive the DDoS traffic footprints;
and (3) return the footprints to their clients; and
• PathFinder monitors at all participating AS which, ac-
cording to the request from a proxy, (1) process the traffic
that their AS originates or forwards towards the client
specified in the request; (2) generate PFLogs of the traffic,
which record the AS path, source addresses (if requested),
and amount (if requested) of the traffic; and (3) return the
PFLogs to the proxy. Note that monitors from different
ASes do not need to interact with each other, thus avoiding
any reliance on inter-AS collaboration.

4 PATHFINDER MONITOR

4.1 Addressing Design Requirements

The monitor at each PathFinder-participating AS faces two
design requirements. First, the monitor must consult routers
within the AS to learn the AS path from the AS to the
victim. Second, it must access the traffic toward the victim
in order to record their source addresses and/or amounts,
if requested. As an AS can have a complicated topology
with inter-connected border routers and internal routers,
some routers may not be on any path toward the victim
at all and some may be on the same path. To meet both
requirements, for every path of the traffic to the victim, the
monitor must be able to talk with at least one router on
that path in order to learn its AS path to the victim and to
access the traffic it forwards to the victim. For the former
(i.e., to learn the AS path), as every border router of the

AS runs BGP and maintains a Routing Information Base
(RIB), the monitor can query the RIB at a border router
of the AS. Note that BGP implementations such as Cisco
IOS [33] and FRRouting [34] all support such a query. For
the latter (i.e., to access the traffic), the monitor must apply
traffic mirroring or tapping techniques (we rule out possible
hardware telemetry support from routers; although they
produce traffic records in formats like NetFlow or IPFIX,
the records are only exported at a fixed interval, often with
a long delay).

The monitor may further face a third requirement if it
needs to produce PFLogs to record traffic sources as well
as source-based information such as traffic amounts per
source. There could be a huge amount of traffic from many
distinct sources toward the victim, especially if the victim
is currently under a severe DDoS attack, thus making it
challenging for the monitor to record all the sources and
their corresponding bandwidth consumption at high speed.
The most obvious solution is to use a digest-oriented data
structure such as a Bloom filter or hash table. However,
while the monitor can use a Bloom filter to easily answer
whether it has seen an IP address or prefix or not, it is
not good at listing which specific source IP addresses or
prefixes it has seen. A hash table is better, but it is not
flexible in processing or aggregating IP address and prefix
information, thus not scalable when the logs are of a huge
size. We therefore design a new, trie-based data structure
called PFTrie to facilitate the recording and transmission of
PFLogs, which we detail in Sec. 5.

4.2 Setup

A PathFinder-participating AS must set up its PathFinder
monitor and its working environment. First, the monitor
needs to arrange traffic mirroring or tapping with every
border router in order to obtain their traffic in real time when
needed. To do so, given the autonomy of ASes, each AS may
adopt its own preferred procedure. For a small AS without
many routers, it can physically wire the monitor with every
router for wiretapping (Fig. 3a shows an example). For a
large AS with many routers over a large geographic region,
it can use virtual circuits for traffic mirroring with the
routers [35], [36]. Further, a large AS may employ multiple
monitors, with one monitor configured as a master monitor
that can assign the workload across all the monitors. (With-
out losing generality, we assume one monitor per AS in the
rest of the paper.)

Second, the monitor must be able to remotely login to
each router that it is wired with and execute commands on
that router, such as querying the AS path or the next hop
from the router to any destination IP address. To do so, we
assume every router supports secure shell (ssh), which is
true for most routers nowadays [37], [38].

Finally, the monitor must be easily discoverable by every
PathFinder proxy. While the monitor can employ a running
daemon process with a publicly known port number, prox-
ies must also know the monitor’s IP address. Many options
exist; for example, the monitor can maintain its IP address
and other information at a web page. Or, the AS can set up
a Domain Name System (DNS) record for its PathFinder
monitor; e.g., 3582.pathfinder.org may point to the
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(a) The setup of a PathFinder-
participating AS.

(b) The snapshot when the
monitor is capturing traffic.

Fig. 3: An example setup of a PathFinder-participating AS.

PathFinder monitor of AS 3582. The AS can also, at its
discretion, use standard access control mechanisms to limit
which remote parties can query its PathFinder monitor.

4.3 Operation

The monitor at every PathFinder-participating AS operates
on demand, remaining idle unless it receives a request from
a PathFinder proxy, in which case the monitor will learn the
IP address or prefix of the victim in question, together with
the parameters in the request as defined in Sec. 3.1, and start
to generate PFLogs on behalf of the victim.

The first step that the monitor takes is to identify a set
of routers in its AS that are both necessary and sufficient to
capture all the possible traffic that the AS may originate or
forward toward the victim. Note the AS may also originate
traffic toward the victim from its own routers. We therefore
use all possible egress routers from which the traffic to the
victim may exit the AS. For example, in Fig. 3b, as the AS
forwards two traffic flows toward the victim and both exit
the AS from egress router R3, the monitor will select R3 to
produce PFLogs for the victim. Further, it is straightforward
to decide which routers are possible egress routers for the
traffic to the victim. The monitor can query every border
router’s RIB to learn its next hop to reach the victim’s IP. If
the next hop is a router still within the AS, the border router
in question is not an egress router; otherwise, it is.

Once the routers are selected, the monitor then talks
with them to collect and produce PFLogs. First, the monitor
will query each selected router to retrieve its AS path to
the victim from its RIB. Furthermore, if the client requests
the bandwidth consumption information of the total traffic
to the victim via the AS, since the monitor is mirroring or
tapping the traffic from these routers (among others), the
monitor can observe the traffic from these routers and count
their total volume (# of packets or # of bits), either per time
unit or over a period of time (as specified in the request
or based on a default value). Note that only the traffic to
the victim is mirrored or tapped and, more importantly, this
traffic does not share the path of the production traffic, so it
will not interfere with the production traffic.

If the client did not request the source addresses or
prefixes of the traffic, or source-based bandwidth consump-
tion or other information, PathFinder operates in source-
agnostic mode. In this mode, the procedure already out-
lined above has collected all the PFLogs that the client

requires. Otherwise, the monitor will operate in the source-
aware mode, which requires gathering further information
to produce source-based PFLogs, using the PFTrie data
structure (see Sec. 5). For both modes, the monitor employs
a streaming mechanism (see Sec. 7) to deliver the PFLogs to
the proxy of the client.

Finally, note that each monitor only communicates with
PathFinder proxies. No inter-AS collaboration is needed.
Monitors from different ASes are not required to communi-
cate or collaborate, and each AS independently participates
in PathFinder without any reliance on other ASes.

5 PFTRIE—A PATHFINDER DATA STRUCTURE
FOR TRAFFIC LOGGING

When in source-aware mode, the monitor at every
PathFinder-participating AS will need to record all the
sources that the AS has seen sending traffic to the victim
in question, and if requested, the bandwidth consumption
information per source. In doing so, the monitor needs to
employ a data structure and accompanying algorithms to
log sources, count bandwidth consumption, and transmit
such data, all at a high speed to keep up with the line-speed
packet arrival rate. Due to its speed, the trie data structure
has been popular in storing IP addresses and prefixes for
other purposes, such as those in the Forwarding Information
Base (FIB) of software routers. A trie is also called a prefix
tree, where every node on the trie uses its position on the
tree to store the key of the node, such as the IP address
or prefix represented by the node. We therefore adopt the
trie data structure for this purpose. Furthermore, to meet
the design requirements discussed in Sec. 4.1, we enhance
the trie data structure and design as follows the PFTrie—a
PathFinder data structure for logging traffic.

5.1 Basic PFTrie Operations

The monitor captures and processes every packet toward
the victim. It stores the IP source address of the packet into
the PFTrie via a put process. In this process, the monitor
may modify the PFTrie by adding new nodes to store the
IP address, or it may discover that it has already created
those nodes due to a previous packet with the same IP
address. In either case, the put process will return a node
representing the IP address, which the monitor can further
update with bandwidth consumption information incurred
by the current packet, if requested.

In the put process, the monitor will traverse the trie from
the root downwards. It will traverse a node at each level—
which we also call an anchor—to further move to the next
level; clearly, when the traversal starts, the anchor is the root
of the trie. At the same time, it iterates through the bits of
the IP address, starting from the leftmost bit, as follows:

(1) If the current bit in the IP address is 0, it traverses to
the left child of the anchor, otherwise it traverses to the right
child; either way, the chosen child becomes the new anchor.

(2) If the new anchor does not exist, the monitor will
detect a fault, i.e., the trie has not stored this IP address yet;
the monitor will then add the missing child onto the trie,
and use this child as the new anchor. (Note that this new
anchor will also avoid the same fault for the next time.)
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(3) If the current bit is already the rightmost bit of the
IP address, the monitor then knows that the IP address is
stored in the trie as represented by the new anchor, and
return the new anchor node. (Note the returned node is
always a leaf node on the trie.) Otherwise, it still needs to
move to the next bit of the IP address; it then uses the new
anchor as the current anchor to repeat step (1) above.

Fig. 4 shows an example of inserting a new IP address
that ends with 101. When it traverses to node a by following
bit 1, it needs to follow bit 0 to go to a’s left child; since it
does not exist, the monitor adds node b as a’s left child. It
then needs to follow the last bit 1 to go to b’s right child,
for which it adds a new node c. Now that the entire address
is processed, the process returns node c representing the
newly stored IP address.

5.2 PFTrie Optimization
We further optimize the PFTrie for a faster traversal process.
First, with the design in Sec. 5.1, for every bit of an IP ad-
dress, the trie must maintain a corresponding node at each
level; for example, an IPv4 address will lead to 32 nodes
at 32 respective levels on the PFTrie. We address this issue
with two independent optimization methods: the bottom-up
aggregation of leaf nodes 5.2.1 and the top-down collapse of
prefixes 5.2.2. Furthermore, we introduce a method to avoid
duplicate traversal of the PFTrie when a source address is
already stored 5.2.3. We describe each method below.

5.2.1 Bottom-up Aggregation of Leaf Nodes
Because of traffic locality, sometimes there can be mul-
tiple sources from the same prefix sending traffic to the
victim. For example, besides seeing the 32-bit source IP
xxx...x101 to the victim, the monitor may also see traffic
to the victim from another source IP xxx...x100, which
only differs from the former source IP by the very last bit;
in other words, they share the same 31-bit prefix. When
such locality is detected, two leaf nodes at level 32 are not
needed to represent the two IP addresses. Instead, as shown
in Fig. 5, we can aggregate the two leaf nodes into a new,
level-31 leaf node, indicating the monitor has seen traffic
from both IP addresses in the 31-bit prefix. Furthermore, this
aggregation can continue if the new leaf node has a sibling
leaf node. Clearly, this bottom-up aggregation process can
reduce the depth of certain branches of the PFTrie, thus
speeding up the put process.

One challenge here is the logging of the bandwidth
consumption information. After aggregation, the monitor
could simply copy the bandwidth consumption of each
old leaf node into the new leaf node; or, it can sum the
bandwidth consumption of the two leaf nodes, recording
the bandwidth consumption of the IP prefix represented by
the new leaf node. The choice here depends on the client’s
request regarding the prefix granularity for recording the
bandwidth consumption information (e.g., a /32 prefix
granularity means to record the information per IP address,
while a /0 prefix means the total bandwidth consumption
for the whole IP space).

5.2.2 Top-down Collapse of Prefixes
During a put process the nodes at the top portion of the
PFTrie are frequently traversed. Rather than traversing these

nodes one by one each time, we collapse them into all the
IP prefixes they represent, allowing the sub-trie below each
prefix to be reached by directly indexing an array. Fig. 6
shows an example of collapsing /24 prefixes into an array
(the monitor can collapse prefixes of other lengths similarly,
such as all the /16 prefixes). We populate the array with all
/24 prefixes that exist in the PFTrie. For every /24 prefix, the
monitor treats the 24 bits of the prefix as an integer, use the
integer as the index to directly locate the entry of the array,
and have that entry point to the sub-trie originally below
the prefix. So, instead of traversing 24 nodes of a /24 prefix
and then traversing the sub-trie of the prefix, the monitor
can immediately locate the entry for this prefix in the array,
access from the entry the sub-trie of this prefix, and then
traverse the sub-trie as before.

5.2.3 Avoidance of Duplicate Traversal
So far, if the PFTrie has recorded an IP address, when a
packet with the same IP address arrives, the monitor will
still run the put process and traverse the PFTrie, only to find
the IP address is already stored. With n packets from the
same IP address, the overhead will multiply for n times.

We introduce a bitmap for each one of M most recently
visited sub-tries. After storing an IP address in a sub-trie,
the monitor will also set the bit in the bitmap corresponding
to this IP to 1, so that the put process for the same IP later
will return very quickly. For example, the sub-trie for prefix
a.b.c/24 can have a bitmap of 28 bits, with the bit at index
d corresponding to IP address a.b.c.d.

If we also need to update the bandwidth consumption
information for the IP address (or its prefix), we will need
to access its leaf node. To still have a speedy put process for
duplicate IP addresses, we replace the bitmap with an array
of pointers; in other words, instead of setting a bit to 1, we
insert a pointer to the leaf node into the array. In the above
example, the pointer at index d will be either null or point
to the leaf node for IP address a.b.c.d (or its prefix).

6 PATHFINDER PROXY

6.1 Addressing Design Requirements
The purpose of a PathFinder proxy is to act as an interme-
diary between PathFinder clients and PathFinder monitors
and help the clients learn the footprints of the traffic toward
a DDoS victim. Since there can be multiple ASes on the
AS-path of the traffic, when the PathFinder monitors of
such ASes report the AS-paths of the traffic, the paths they
report may overlap. The proxy must determine which AS-
path includes the largest number of ASes. Furthermore, if
a source-based traffic footprint is requested, these monitors
may also store and report the same IP address or prefix.
The design of the proxy should resolve the potential conflict
between monitors regarding the same IP address or prefix.
Finally, the proxy’s design should be cost-aware. Since the
proxy does not contact monitors unless requested by a
client, clearly an on-demand mode is best for the proxy.

6.2 Setup
Every PathFinder proxy will make itself available to po-
tential PathFinder clients. If a PathFinder client needs
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Fig. 4: Store an IP address that ends
with 101.

Fig. 5: PFTrie optimization: Aggre-
gating sibling leaf nodes into one
new leaf node.

Fig. 6: PFTrie optimization: Collapsing all
/24 prefixes into an array with 224 entries.

PathFinder service, it will register itself at a proxy, including
setting up all necessary security credentials. The client then
can send a request to the proxy when it needs to obtain the
traffic footprints of a DDoS victim.

We assume the proxy has a list of PathFinder-
participating ASes (which the proxy can obtain, for example,
through a web page). Further, it knows how to locate the
PathFinder monitor of each AS, as described in Sec. 4.2.

6.3 Operation

Like any PathFinder monitor, every proxy also operates on
demand. Once a proxy receives a request from a client, it
will verify if the request is authentic and valid or not, and
if so, learn who the victim is from the request and forward
the request to monitors at PathFinder-participating ASes (or
a subset of them if specified in the request). The proxy then
receives the PFLogs from monitors via the streaming mech-
anism (Sec. 7), processes them (including merging PFLogs
to save storage and transmission overhead), and forwards
PFLogs to the client (also via the streaming mechanism).

If the footprints do not need to be source-based, each
monitor will function in source-agnostic mode and the
proxy will receive PFLogs from each monitor that contain
the AS path from the monitor’s AS to the victim, as well
as bandwidth consumption information if requested. The
proxy then merges the PFLogs. Specifically, it adds the path
to a path pool, with two exceptions: (1) If the path is just
a part—i.e., a sub-path—of another path in the pool, the
proxy can ignore this path. (2) Conversely, if a path from
the pool is a sub-path of this path, the latter will replace the
former in the pool. As a result, the proxy will learn a set of
AS paths to the victim, and can return them to the client,
together with the bandwidth information if requested.

However, if the footprints need to be source-based, the
proxy will construct a local PFTrie by merging the PFTries
it receives from monitors. For each leaf node of the PFTrie
from each monitor, which represents an IP address or prefix
S that the monitor has captured, the proxy will store S in
its local PFTrie, following the same put process described in
Sec. 5.1. Furthermore, assuming the monitor’s AS is AS k,
the proxy also marks the leaf node that represents S with k,
to indicate the AS-path of traffic from S to the victim is the
AS-path from AS k to the victim. However, if S is already
in the local PFTrie, the proxy will retrieve the marked AS
number of the leaf node for S, say o, and mark the leaf
node for S with either k or leave it as o, whichever one is

upstream of the other. As a result, the proxy then builds a
local PFTrie that contains the most complete AS-path from
S to the victim, and forwards it to the client.

7 PATHFINDER STREAMING

A DDoS defense system is more effective if it can respond
to a DDoS attack at an early stage, which is only possible
if it obtains necessary information about the attack (such
as DDoS traffic footprints) with little delay after the attack
starts. The methods described in Secs. 4 and 6 allow a
PathFinder monitor and proxy to collect PFLogs (i.e., DDoS
traffic footprints). Yet, they do not address when a monitor
should transmit PFLogs to a proxy or a proxy transmit
them to a client to achieve the most timely notification of
attack characteristics. PathFinder addresses this issue using
a streaming mechanism. We first discuss what factors to
consider in designing the mechanism, then describe our
design of the PathFinder streaming.

7.1 Factors to Consider

There are two primary, orthogonal factors to consider when
deciding when to transmit PFLogs. The first factor is the
preferred interval or frequency for a PathFinder monitor or
proxy to periodically offload PFLogs, as indicated by the
DDoS defense system. On one hand, a short interval (i.e., a
high frequency) is better, as short intervals allow the DDoS
defense system to use information in close to real time.
However, short intervals potentially lead to small updates
that only contain footprints from a brief time window. Also,
shorter intervals incur a higher total network bandwidth
overhead. Further, frequent updates may be redundant due
to traffic locality and cause each update to more likely
overlap with previous updates. On the other hand, a long
interval (i.e., a low frequency) would cause a long delay
in informing the DDoS defense system about the ongoing
DDoS attack. Also, using a long interval may fail to detect
certain DDoS attacks; for example, one may need an interval
of 200 ms to detect a pulsing attack such as CICADAS [4].

Another factor to consider is the limited size of the PFLogs
buffer that each PathFinder monitor or proxy allocates to
store the PFLogs for its clients. If a client is under source-
agnostic mode, its PFLogs (i.e., AS paths and bandwidth
information) will be of a small size and a buffer of a fixed
small size will be sufficient. On the contrary, if a client
is under source-aware mode, the monitor or proxy will
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be maintaining PFTries in order to log source-based traffic
footprints for this client, which can become fairly large.
The monitor or proxy then needs to dynamically allocate
the buffer space for this client. As it collects more traffic
footprints and stores them in the buffer, if the buffer is
becoming full it can try to allocate more space to store
PFLogs. However, it may not succeed in allocating new
space every time, especially if there is an enormous amount
of traffic footprints for the client, the interval to offload
PFLogs is relatively long, or there are also many other
clients to serve simultaneously. In this case, rather than
replacing some PFLogs in the buffer to lose these PFLogs, it
is preferable to offload PFLogs of this client or other clients
to make more space.

7.2 Streaming Design

We use a receiver-driven approach to have the client set the
preferred interval for receiving streamed PFLogs. When a
proxy or a monitor receives a request for collecting traffic
footprint for a client, it also learns the preferred interval of
transmitting PFLogs for the client, which we call the stream-
ing interval. Further, if the client is under source-agnostic
mode, it will allocate a fixed-sized buffer for PFLogs. Other-
wise, the client is under source-aware mode and the proxy
or monitor then dynamically allocates a PFLogs buffer for
the client. The proxy or monitor then transmits PFLogs of
the client at the streaming interval for the client, which
we call in-sync streaming. PFLogs transmitted then makes
space for new PFLogs in the next streaming interval. If a
monitor or proxy cannot allocate more buffer space for a
client under source-aware mode, but the streaming interval
for the client is not up yet, it also immediately transmits
enough PFLogs of the clients with the most PFLogs to
free half the buffer space. (These clients may or may not
include the client in question.) We call this streaming out-of-
sync streaming. (PathFinder also supports a third streaming
method called on-demand streaming, which is not the focus
of this paper; basically, at any time if needed by DDoS
defense, a client may also request its proxy to transmit the
current PFLogs to the client, and the proxy in turn can
request PFLogs from monitors, thus causing on-demand
streaming.)

A PathFinder client under source-aware mode thus may
receive PFLogs via in-sync or out-of-sync streaming from its
proxy, which in turn may receive PFLogs via multiple in-
sync or out-of-sync streamings from monitors. While every
streaming above uses an independent channel and can be
either in-sync or out-of-sync, it is very likely that if the
streaming to the client is out-of-sync, some or many stream-
ings to the client’s proxy are also out-of-sync. When out-of-
sync streaming happens, although the client can continue to
use the current streaming interval, as discussed in Sec. 7.1,
it is important for the client to use a reasonable streaming
interval in order to conduct timely, effective defense of
DDoS. However, it is often hard for the client to know
how long its streaming interval should be, and the dynamic
nature of DDoS traffic only makes it harder.

PathFinder allows its client under source-aware mode to
either use a fixed interval for streaming, i.e., fixed stream-
ing, or adaptively adjust its streaming interval, i.e., adaptive

streaming. Via the adaptive streaming, a client can choose
an initial streaming interval, such as a default value of 1
second, and then adjust this interval using the following
two complementary strategies.

The first strategy uses the number of new DDoS sources
from an in-sync streaming to adjust the interval. Each time
an in-sync streaming occurs after a current interval, the
client inspects PFLogs from the interval to calculate the
number of new DDoS sources per time unit, i.e., the current
rate of new DDoS sources, or Scurr. It then uses an expo-
nential moving average method to estimate the average rate
of new DDoS sources, or S, using the follow equations:

S = Scurr (1)

S = αScurr + (1− α)S (2)

where Equation (1) is the estimate after the first in-sync
streaming, and Equation (2) is the estimate after an in-sync
streaming, with α being configured to a suitable value, such
as 0.5, by the client. If the client wishes to receive a specific
number of new DDoS sources in the next interval, say N , it
then can set the next streaming interval as N

S .
The second strategy uses the occurrence of out-of-sync

streaming as a signal to indicate that the buffer space at
the proxy and probably some monitors are full and that the
client should use a shorter streaming interval. So, whenever
an out-of-sync streaming happens, a client will reset its
streaming interval to be half of the previous streaming
interval value. Furthermore, the client will also record this
interval value as a threshold, such that if later the first
strategy is applied to adjust the streaming interval, the new
interval value should not surpass this threshold.

8 ON-DEMAND ZOOMING

Sometimes a DDoS attack can be of a very large scale where
the DDoS traffic may come from millions of IP addresses. If
a PathFinder client wishes to capture DDoS traffic footprints
of such an attack under source-aware mode, PathFinder
monitors and proxies may have to store and transmit a high
volume of PFLogs, while the PathFinder client may also
be overwhelmed by the volume of PFLogs it receives. The
latency of streaming will also become higher, potentially
lengthening the DDoS defense response time. The PFTrie
optimization techniques we introduced in Sec. 5.2 may help,
but not always. For example, as there is no guarantee in
DDoS traffic locality, leaf nodes of PFTrie may not be aggre-
gatable; or, if the attack involves a lot of unique source IP
addresses, many new IPs need to be recorded in the PFTrie,
thus not causing duplicate traversals that can be avoided.

PathFinder addresses this issue using an on-demand
zooming mechanism that can significantly reduce the size
of PFLogs. Specifically, when a PathFinder client initially
issues a request for source-aware PFLogs, it can specify a
coarse granularity for recording the traffic footprints. Only
if the client needs to know the DDoS sources at a finer
granularity later will the client zoom in and request PFLogs
of DDoS sources at a finer granularity. It can repeat this
on-demand zooming process until it is satisfied with the
granularity. Similarly, a client can also zoom out and begin
to request PFLogs at a coarser granularity.
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For example, initially, a client can ask for traffic foot-
prints of /16 IP prefixes. As it receives PFLogs of /16 IP
prefixes, because a /16 IP prefix consumes the most network
bandwidth, it decides to zoom in on this prefix to collect
PFLogs about it at a finer granularity. It thus issues a new
request of PFLogs; in addition to still requesting PFLogs of
other /16 IP prefixes, it also requests PFLogs of /20 sub-
prefixes of the /16 IP prefix in question. The on-demand
zooming process can repeat recursively; for instance, the
client may further zoom in on /24 sub-prefixes on some
of the /20 sub-prefixes, or subsequently on IP addresses of
certain /24 sub-prefixes.

The benefits of on-demand zooming are obvious. By
only zooming in on IP prefixes of interest, monitors and
proxies could store PFTries at a coarse granularity for most
IP Prefixes. The depth of PFTries could be shortened, and
the size of PFTries could become smaller. For instance,
before zooming in on any IP prefixes, a PFTrie storing /p IP
prefixes will be no more than p levels; compared to a 32-level
PFTrie storing IPv4 addresses (i.e., /32 IP prefixes), it has
a significant storage and transmission overhead reduction
of O(216). After zooming in on certain IP prefixes, the
savings on storage and transmission overhead will become
less. However, unless the on-demand zooming mechanism
is repeatedly used and eventually results in a PFTrie that
records every IP address, which rarely happens, the savings
will continue to be significant.

On-demand zooming also increases the chance to apply
the PFTrie optimization methods from Sec. 5.2. Assume a
PFTrie leaf node representing an X0/p IP prefix, where X
represents the first p-1 bits of the prefix. First, it is more
likely to optimize a PFTrie via the bottom-up aggregation
of leaf nodes (Sec. 5.2.1). As long as there is another packet
from IP prefix X1/p, we can aggregate this leaf node with
a new leaf node representing X1/p and replace them with
their parent node X/p-1 as a new leaf node. Clearly, the
smaller p is, the bigger address space we have with X1/p,
thus the more likely for this optimization to happen. Second,
the smaller p is, the bigger address space the leaf node
represents, the more likely to have more packets from this
space to avoid duplicate traversal of the PFTrie, another
optimization method (Sec. 5.2.3).

9 EVALUATION

9.1 Goals
We now show our evaluation of PathFinder in terms of the
following:
• Benefits of PathFinder for DDoS defense: Since PathFinder
footprints include path and traffic information, any DDoS
defense system that deploys filters inside the network
to discard DDoS traffic can take advantage of the foot-
prints to make better filter deployment decisions. We
built a DDoS attack and defense simulation to study how
PathFinder can benefit a DDoS defense system and make
it more effective. We look at four different strategies of
placing DDoS traffic filters and show that a DDoS defense
system—when utilizing PathFinder—uses much fewer re-
source and achieves a much higher level of success. We
then show PathFinder is beneficial even when only par-
tially deployed.

• Speed and overhead of PFTrie: At the core of PathFinder are
the PFTrie-based operations at each monitor and proxy,
particularly the put process. Therefore, we evaluate the
time to store an IP address or prefix S in a PFTrie under
two scenarios. In one scenario, S is new and the PFTrie
needs to be updated with a set of new nodes, including
the leaf node that represents S. In another scenario, S is
in the PFTrie, so the put process will check and return
the current leaf node that represents S. We call these two
scenarios put_a_new and put_an_old, respectively. Fur-
ther, we evaluate the memory overhead of the PFTrie at a
monitor or proxy when producing source-aware footprints
and the network overhead when transmitting a PFTrie.
• Benefits of PathFinder streaming: PathFinder uses a stream-
ing mechanism to enable its clients, i.e., DDoS defense
systems, to obtain the DDoS traffic footprints quickly. Via
our simulation, we evaluate the delays and network over-
head when using streaming to obtain traffic footprints.
In particular, we show how a client under source-aware
mode can use adaptive streaming to achieve both timely
traffic footprint delivery and low network overhead.
• Benefits of PathFinder zooming: In addition to designing
optimization methods to save the overhead of PFTries, we
further designed the zooming mechanism that can keep
PFTries at a potentially much smaller size and only grow
PFTries on demand. Using synthetic traces with up to 16
million IP addresses, we show PFTries can indeed not only
dramatically reduce their size if zooming is employed, but
also keep their size small if some prefixes are zoomed in.
• Traffic capturing strategy: Besides relying on the streaming
and zooming mechanisms to save the cost in capturing the
footprints of DDoS traffic for a client under source-aware
mode, the monitor at a PathFinder-participating AS may
consider capturing only a sample of the traffic if doing so
would still capture most, if not all, the source addresses or
prefixes of the traffic. Furthermore, the monitor may lack
modern hardware or software support (e.g., wiretapping
is infeasible) or be constrained by the policy of the AS
(e.g., only sampled mirroring is allowed), so it can only
provide sampled traffic, anyway. We therefore investigate
how long a monitor should observe the traffic and whether
it can collect a sample of the traffic rather than all the
traffic, while still learning most IP sources of the traffic.

9.2 Benefits of PathFinder for DDoS Defense

To quantify the benefits of PathFinder for DDoS defense,
we first define the model of DDoS attack, then compare
the results of a DDoS defense system with and without
PathFinder, and finally study the partial deployment of
PathFinder. Rather than using actual measurements over
the Internet, this study is simulation based because our
evaluations are at a large scale with more than 60,000 ASes,
where the victim may be in any stub AS, DDoS bots may be
distributed throughout all stub ASes, and PathFinder may
be deployed at certain ASes, all of which are extremely hard
to arrange on the real Internet. Simulation allows us to ex-
periment with different configurations (e.g., different victim
ASes) and collect results of many different scenarios (e.g.,
with or without PathFinder, with or without IP spoofing,
different PathFinder deployment rates, etc.).
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Fig. 7: DDoS defense with and without PathFinder.

9.2.1 DDoS Attack Model

The DDoS attack model includes the following components:
• DDoS victim (target AS). Every DDoS victim is located
as a random tier-3 AS. We also call this AS the target AS.
The victim can at most handle 10 Gbit/s incoming traffic.
We use tier-3 ASes because DDoS attacks often target the
services or applications hosted in such networks (e.g.,
educational networks, small data centers). Their limited
link bandwidth makes them subject to most DDoS attacks
reported [39]. On the other hand, tier-1 and tier-2 ASes,
whose business is primarily to forward traffic and link ca-
pacity is generally very high [40], can hardly be threatened
by DDoS attacks [41], [42].
• DDoS bots. The DDoS attack is based on high-volume
traffic from DDoS bots where each bot has a fixed uplink
bandwidth of 25 Mbit/s. Since a batch of bots will no
longer be effective once filters are deployed to filter their
traffic, an intelligent attacker would periodically switch to
a new batch of bots to launch its attack. We define the attack
cycle as the time window for every batch of bots used by
the attacker. There are a total of 100,000 bots residing in
stub ASes. (An AS may be either a stub AS, which is a
source or sink of traffic and announces IP prefixes that it is
in charge of, or a transit AS, which forwards traffic for stub
ASes.) Except for the target AS, we assign every stub AS
a number of DDoS bots that is proportional to the number
of IP addresses announced by the AS.
• Topology. For every target AS, we derive an AS-level
topology based on the relationships of ASes on the In-
ternet according to CAIDA [43]. We use AS-level topolo-
gies rather than those at the router or PoP level because
PathFinder is designed to operate at AS level (Sec. 3.1).
The AS path from the target AS to every other AS follows
the valley-free model [44]. The AS path from an AS to the
target AS is either the reverse of the path from the target
AS to the AS, or an asymmetric path with 30% probability.

9.2.2 DDoS Defense Enhanced with PathFinder

We simulate a DDoS defense as follows. During a DDoS
attack, the victim employs a DDoS defense system that
attempts to place a DDoS traffic filter at an AS on every
path of DDoS traffic. To not have the DDoS traffic, as
they converge, overwhelm links close to the target AS,
that are on the first half of the AS paths of DDoS traffic.
With PathFinder’s help, the defense knows accurately the

AS paths of DDoS traffic and the bandwidth consumption
information of DDoS traffic along these AS paths. Here,
we evaluate two AS selection methods for filter placement:
1) randomly select an upstream AS; 2) select an AS that
belongs to top k ASes that carry most of the DDoS traffic.

Otherwise, without PathFinder, the defense has to guess
the paths of DDoS traffic. It assumes AS paths are symmetric
and regards the AS path from any DDoS bot to the target
AS is always the reverse of the AS path from the target AS
to the bot. From our model of the topology in Sec. 9.2.1,
this assumption leads to a 30% miss in placing filters due
to path asymmetry. Worse, if a DDoS bot spoofs its source
address, the defense will even use a wrong AS path from
the target AS to the bot to begin with, leading to a higher
rate of misplaced filters; we assume in this case 50% filters
are misplaced.

We evaluate PathFinder’s benefits under the worst-case
DDoS attack scenario. Specifically, the attacker employs an
attack cycle that is no greater than the defense response
time, which is the time for PathFinder to collect footprints
of newly seen DDoS traffic and also for the DDoS defense
system to place the filters against the traffic. Thus, before the
DDoS defense places filters for the current bots attacking the
victim, the attacker already switched to a new attack cycle.

Figure 7 compares the DDoS defense with or without
the help of PathFinder. It shows the number of DDoS traffic
filters needed for filtering out different DDoS traffic ratios,
i.e., defense success ratio, under four different scenarios. To
avoid potential selection bias of target ASes, we conducted
80 different experiments, each with a different target AS,
and then averaged the results from all experiments. The
DDoS defense system without PathFinder performs much
worse than the two cases that use PathFinder. Without
PathFinder, it takes at least 3,500 filters to subdue 90%
of the attack traffic and even more (about 4,130 filters)
when some DDoS bots employ IP spoofing. However, with
PathFinder in place, if applying filters at top congested
ASes (which requires AS path and bandwidth information
from PathFinder), the victim can survive 90% of the attack
traffic with only roughly 500 filters; in the case when the
DDoS defense system uses only AS path information from
PathFinder and places filters randomly at ASes, the system
still uses a much smaller number of filters compared to the
two defense cases without PathFinder.

9.2.3 Partial Deployment of PathFinder
We studied the partial deployment of PathFinder when not
every AS runs PathFinder. If on the path from a DDoS bot
to the victim there is at least one AS running PathFinder,
we can say this bot is “covered” since the DDoS traffic
footprints from this bot will be reported by PathFinder; oth-
erwise, the bot is not “covered”. Therefore, to evaluate the
coverage provided by PathFinder when it is only partially
deployed, we can measure the percentage of DDoS bots that
are “covered,” i.e., traffic footprints coverage by PathFinder.

Not every AS on the Internet is equal. It is difficult for
tier-1 ASes, which usually could span an entire country or
even beyond, to deploy PathFinder throughout its entire
network due to its sheer size and high cost. Tier-3 ASes
are small and much easier to deploy and run PathFinder,
but given the most ASes on the Internet are tier-3 ASes at
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Fig. 8: Partial deployment of PathFinder at tier-2 ASes.

the edge of the Internet, and they can only report footprints
of traffic originated from their network, PathFinder has to
be deployed at a substantial amount of tier-3 ASes to have
a clear impact. The best trade-off is to look at deploying
PathFinder only at tier-2 ASes, which are not only easier to
deploy and run PathFinder but can also report footprints of
DDoS bots located at a multitude of ASes.

Therefore, we measured the traffic footprints coverage
by PathFinder using the DDoS attack model described
in Sec. 9.2.1. We experimented 5, 000 different topologies,
each with a different target AS and a range of PathFinder
deployment rates among tier-2 ASes. Figure 8 shows that
when 55% or more tier-2 ASes run PathFinder, virtually
100% of the DDoS bots (i.e., their traffic footprints) will be
covered for half of the experimented topologies. Note that
given about 25 tier-1 ASes, 10,000 tier-2 ASes, and 58,000
tier-3 ASes on the Internet, 55% tier-2 ASes is about 8.1%
all ASes [43]. Even when it is less than 55%, PathFinder
can be very effective. For example, even when only 20% of
tier-2 ASes (i.e., 2.9% of all ASes) run PathFinder, half of
the evaluated topologies will have at least 48% DDoS bots
covered, and a quarter of evaluated topologies will have at
least 94% DDoS bots covered.

9.3 Speed and Overhead of PFTrie

9.3.1 Experiment Setup
To evaluate the PFTrie speed and its memory overhead, we
used a desktop with Intel i7-4790 at 3.6 GHz with an 8-MB
L3 cache and a 32-GB RAM at 1600 MHz. We implemented
the PFTrie in C, and used the Clang compiler with the
optimization level 2 to compile the code. We also created
50 synthetic traffic traces that contain 125 thousand to 64
million IP addresses; for each size we created five traces
with different levels of source address locality, with 0%, 25%,
50%, 75%, and 100% addresses, respectively, that belong
to the same IP prefix and can be aggregated. We choose
not to use publicly available DDoS traces as their attack
volume/sources are too small of a scale to benchmark the
scalability of PFTrie.

9.3.2 Speed of PFTrie
We compare PFTrie’s performance against Adaptive Radix
Tree (ART) [45] and the well-known Generalized Prefix
Tree [46], also called Patricia Trie, under the two scenarios,
put_a_new and put_an_old, as defined in Sec. 9.1. We use
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Fig. 9: PFTrie speed.

all the 50 synthetic traces that contain different orders of
magnitude numbers of IP addresses to evaluate the three
different data structures under stress.

Fig. 9a shows the comparison results under the
put_a_new scenario. It reports the time for ART, Patricia
Trie, and PFTrie to store all the IP addresses in a trace with
25% address locality as new addresses. Our results with
traces of different locality are similar. For every synthetic
trace size ranging from 125,000 to 64 million source ad-
dresses, when storing a new IP address or prefix, PFTrie
always outperforms ART and Patricia. For example, to store
16 million IP addresses, it takes more than 1300ms for ART
and about 6,600ms for Patricia but it only takes around
700ms for PFTrie. In general, PFTrie spends 50% less time
than ART to store the same number of IP addresses. Even to
store 64 million IP addresses, it takes only 2.93s. Note that
Patricia fails when presented with this many addresses.

Fig. 9b shows results under the put_an_old scenario for
performing 15 million put processes that stores an IP address
already stored. These IP addresses are from the same trace as
the one used in Fig. 9a. Here, as there are no new nodes
to be inserted into a PFTrie, the time needed by a PFTrie is
virtually constant at about 27.0ms, much less than that in
the put_a_new scenario; e.g., we can deduce with 64 million
IP addresses, it would be about 115ms as opposed to 2.93s
in the put_a_new scenario. Moreover, the time is also less
than that of ART and Patricia, and PFTrie is at least 10
times faster than ART in every case. This speed is because of
the PFTrie optimizations we introduced, including the top-
down collapse of prefixes (Sec. 5.2.2) and the avoidance of
duplicate traversals (Sec. 5.2.3).

While the PFTrie operations are a combination of the two
scenarios, from various real-world traces we notice that the
put_an_old scenario is more frequent than the put_a_new
scenario. For example, in the Booter 3 DDoS trace [47], [48],
the put_an_old scenario will happen 369 times more than
the put_a_new scenario.

9.3.3 Overhead of PFTrie
We are particularly interested in the memory cost of PFTrie
when there are millions of IP source addresses. Using
synthetic traces that include a huge number of IP source
addresses, we evaluated the memory usage for each number
of sources under five different profiles, as shown in Fig. 10.
We can see the logarithm of the memory cost is basically a
linear function of the logarithm of the number of sources,
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Fig. 11: The boxplot of net-
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ting PFTries of 1 million
source addresses.

and overall the memory cost is manageable under all five
profiles. Moreover, a profile with a higher address locality
can have much lower memory cost, due to the optimization
via bottom-up aggregation of PFTrie leaf nodes (Sec. 5.2.1).
Because of the tree nature of PFTrie, the memory cost com-
plexity for storing 2n addresses in a PFTrie is O(2n) with n
levels of nodes, but if it shrinks to k levels, the memory cost
will become O(2k), a reduction of O(2n−k) times.

We also evaluated the network overhead with 25 dif-
ferent AS-level Internet topologies. We generated these
AS-level topologies using the same method described in
Sec. 9.2.1, with each topology using a different random tier-3
AS as a target AS. For each topology, we further populate it
with one million IP addresses across all the ASes, where the
number of IP addresses assigned to each AS is proportional
to its IP address space size. Fig. 11 shows the network
transmission overhead for an AS to transmit its PFTrie to a
proxy. Clearly, the further away an AS is from the victim, the
smaller the network overhead it introduces. The AS that is
the last hop to reach the victim would see traffic from all one
million IP addresses, thus incurring the largest overhead,
which is only about 3.9 MB.

9.4 Benefits of PathFinder Streaming

We ran simulation studies over an inferred AS-level topol-
ogy to measure the delay and overhead with PathFinder
streaming, including how effective and efficient the adap-
tive streaming design is. Below we describe our simulation
model and results.

9.4.1 Streaming Simulation Model
The streaming simulation model includes all PathFinder
components (monitor, proxy, client) and an inferred AS-level
topology generated using the method described in Sec. 9.2.1.
While the overall Internet connection speed has become
faster over the years, we use conservative numbers in our
simulation. Specifically, for each link on the topology we
assume it has a random delay between 1ms and 10ms and a
fixed bandwidth of 10 Mbps. (According to the 2019 report
from Opensignal [49], the connection speed over a mobile
network is 10+ Mbps in 67 out of 87 surveyed countries and
5+ Mbps in more than half of the remaining 20 countries.)
Moreover, we use two Booter DDoS traces ( [47] [48]) to
drive the streaming simulations. We map the IP addresses
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Fig. 12: Delay CDF with
fixed and adaptive stream-
ing (DDoS trace: Booter 5).

Fig. 13: Delay CDF with
fixed and adaptive stream-
ing (DDoS trace: Booter 9).

in these traces to ASes (or PathFinder monitors) in our
simulation.

9.4.2 Delay with Streaming

We now evaluate the delay with both fixed streaming and
adaptive streaming, i.e., the time it takes for a client to learn
the IP address of a DDoS bot after the first DDoS packet
departs from the bot toward a victim.

Figures 12 and 13 show the delay distribution over
Booter 5 and Booter 9 DDoS traces, respectively. In both
figures, adaptive streaming outperforms fixed streaming
at three different fixed intervals. For both attack traces,
adaptive streaming delivers more than 90% of the DDoS
IP addresses in less than 50 milliseconds. The adaptive
streaming tends to have longer delays for the later half of the
DDoS traces as the traces contain many fewer new sources
in their second half (the attacker has a limited number of
bots for each attack); this behavior is consistent with the
style of adaptive streaming as it is not aggressive in learning
a trickle of new DDoS IP addresses.

9.4.3 Network Bandwidth Overhead with Streaming

We further evaluate the network bandwidth overhead over
an extended period of time with both fixed streaming and
adaptive streaming. Figures 14 and 15 show the cumula-
tive network bandwidth overhead from adaptive or fixed
streaming at each time point using Booter 5 and Booter 9
traces, respectively. Clearly, although the fixed streaming
with a short interval (50ms) has a small delay (Figures 12
and 13), it incurs a network bandwidth overhead that is
approximately 4 and 7 times, respectively, more than the
adaptive streaming. The fixed streaming with a medium and
long intervals (500ms and 1000ms) incur less bandwidth
overhead than the fixed streaming with a short interval
(50ms), but such a bandwidth overhead is at the cost of
the delay in obtaining traffic footprints as shown above and
is still more than that of the adaptive streaming.

9.5 Benefits of PathFinder Zooming

We now show how much memory overhead that the
zooming mechanism can help reduce. (We have shown the
memory cost of PFTries when zooming is not in effect in
Sec. 9.3.3.) We use the synthetic traces whose source address
locality is 0% (worst case).
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bandwidth overhead with
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ing (DDoS trace: Booter 5).

Fig. 15: Network cumulative
bandwidth overhead with
fixed and adaptive stream-
ing (DDoS trace: Booter 9).

Figure 16 shows the memory overhead for storing
PFTries when the zooming technique is used with varying
prefix levels and different numbers of sources but without
zooming in on any prefix. In all cases, we can see the
memory overhead decreases exponentially as we reduce
the monitored prefix level. For example, it costs 1.6 GB
of memory space to save 16 million IPv4 addresses (/32)
while it costs only 0.36 MB of memory space to save the
same traces at /16 prefix level. We also notice that as the
prefix level decreases the slope of each line also varies;
this is due to the different degree of bottom-up aggregation
optimization of PFTries at each prefix level and a bigger
slope means a higher rate of aggregation and vice versa.

We further measured the memory overhead when a
PathFinder client requests to zoom in on certain prefixes
that contribute more traffic with more DDoS bots than other
prefixes. Such disproportional distribution can be seen in,
for example, the Mirai DDoS attack [50]. We used a synthetic
trace with totally 16 million IP addresses and a 0% source
locality (i.e., a=0%). With totally 216 (i.e., 65536) /16 IP
prefixes, in this trace the number of IP addresses allocated
to each /16 prefix follows a power law distribution, with
a small percentage of /16 prefixes crowded with a large
portion of IP addresses; for example, top 100, 200, 400, 800,
and 1600 crowded prefixes respectively cover 19%, 33%,
56%, 80%, and 96% of all 16 million IP addresses.

Figure 17 shows the results. Define the baseline as the
memory usage of the PFTrie that stores every IP address
from this trace (i.e., zooming is not in place), which is 1.6
GB as seen in Figure 16. Figure 17 shows the memory
overhead as a percentage of the baseline when the client,
which initially monitors /16 prefixes, decides to zoom in on
top-k crowded /16 prefixes to all their /24, /30, /31, and /32
sub-prefixes. We can see that when the client zooms in on
a small number of prefixes to any prefix level, the memory
overhead is quite small; for example, if zooming in on top
100 prefixes, which is only 0.15% of all prefixes but with
19% of the 16 million IP addresses, the memory overhead is
18.8% in the worse case when reaching all /32 prefixes (as
shown in the red box in Figure 17). Also, when the client
zooms in on all prefixes to /31, /30, or /24 prefix levels, the
memory overhead will also be fairly small at 33.8%, 17.1%,
and 0.79%, respectively. Overall, the flexibility offered by
zooming allows the client to choose which prefixes and to
which prefix levels to zoom in; except for rare cases (such as
zooming in on all prefixes to every single IP address level),
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Fig. 16: Memory overhead
with zooming (without
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Fig. 17: Memory overhead
(as a percentage of the base-
line) and IP addresses cov-
ered, both with top k /16
prefixes zoomed in.

the memory overhead saving with zooming is significant,
often at multiple orders of magnitude.

9.6 Traffic Capturing Strategy Analysis
Rather than monitoring a DDoS attack over its entire life
cycle and capturing every single packet toward the DDoS
victim, a monitor may only observe the DDoS traffic for a
time window and also only sample the traffic. However,
doing so could cause certain source addresses in the traffic
not to be captured, reducing the traffic capturing accuracy
to below 100%. The question is, is it possible to maintain a
high accuracy with a certain size of monitoring window and
a certain traffic sampling rate?

We measured the accuracy of capturing the source ad-
dresses from real DDoS traffic traces (Table 1). By varying
the size of the monitoring window from 0.2 to 3.0 seconds
and the traffic sampling rate from 0.5% to 20%, we obtained
the results depicted in Fig. 18. We can see that while within
3 seconds the sampling rates up to 2.5% can never reach
an accuracy of more than 90%, starting from a sampling
rate of 3%, the accuracy is already as good as 90% when
monitoring the traffic for 3 seconds. On the other hand, if
the monitoring window needs to be as short as possible,
the sampling rate has to be higher; e.g., if only monitoring
traffic for 0.4 seconds, the accuracy can be as high as 85%
with 18% sampling rate.

As the sampling rate and the window size can both affect
the accuracy, we further compare the accuracy with a faster
sampling rate in a shorter window and the accuracy with
a lower sampling rate but a longer window. Fig. 19 shows
that when the product of the window size and the sampling
rate is the same, a higher sampling rate in a shorter window
consistently performs slightly better than its counterpart.

TABLE 1: The Booter DDoS traffic traces (9 datasets) [47],
[48]. (The last column shows the ratio of the new source
addresses versus the duplicate addresses in the trace.)

Dataset # of attack DDoS band- new/duplicate
sources width (Mbps) sources

Booter 1 4486 700 1/72
Booter 2 78 250 1/230
Booter 3 54 330 1/370
Booter 4 2970 1,190 1/14
Booter 5 8281 6 1/2.5
Booter 6 7379 150 1/5.5
Booter 7 6075 320 1/3.6
Booter 8 281 990 1/157
Booter 9 3779 5,480 1/57
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Fig. 18: Accuracy of captur-
ing the source addresses in
the Booter 9 DDoS traces.

Fig. 19: Accuracy of captur-
ing sources with a faster
sampling rate in a shorter
window.

10 DISCUSSIONS

PathFinder is an approach to obtaining the DDoS traffic
footprints at the Internet scale, and we have made many
design choices to provide a line-rate, cost-effective, and
deployable solution. Nonetheless, some issues remain to be
discussed.

10.1 System Scalability
Since the PathFinder system is stateful, it must consider
scalability issues related to, for example, the memory and
input/output resources. For example, an adversary can
employ IP spoofing, generate traffic from arbitrary IP ad-
dresses, and overwhelm the system if it operates in source-
aware mode. In fact, PathFinder has embraced a suite of dif-
ferent mechanisms to make itself scalable. We have designed
three different methods to optimize a PFTrie (Sec. 5.2).
Also, a PathFinder client can always utilize the zooming
mechanism to consume least possible memory and network
resources and only zoom in on prefixes of interest, such as
those with a large number of IP addresses or voluminous
traffic. Moreover, a monitor or a proxy can always use out-
of-sync streaming to proactively free more buffer space for
more footprints later. Finally, in case out-of-sync streaming
cannot work either due to network congestion, the monitor
(or the proxy) could prune its PFTrie bottom up level by
level as needed; for instance, it could prune all leaves at
level 32 to shrink the PFTrie to have 31 levels, or even less by
repeating the pruning of leaves at the current level, where
the traffic footprint information carried by every leaf node
is transferred to its parent. The pruning procedure is similar
to the bottom-up aggregation of leaf nodes, except that here
a leaf is removed even if it is the only child of its parent.
A PFTrie with x levels after pruning also looks the same
as a PFTrie with zooming at /x IP prefixes in place, except
that the former is invoked by a monitor (or a proxy) and
the latter is requested by a client. As a result, PathFinder
will be able to collect and deliver traffic footprints from
an arbitrary number of IP addresses, including when an
attacker overwhelms PathFinder with a vast amount of
spoofed traffic as mentioned in the example above.

10.2 System Security
We assume that the PathFinder system employs state-of-the-
art defense mechanisms to protect itself against any security

attacks. Using standard security mechanisms such as mu-
tual TLS that enable two parties to authenticate each other
and establish a secure channel [51], every PathFinder client
can establish a secure channel with its PathFinder proxy,
and similarly, every proxy can establish a secure channel
with every PathFinder monitor. These channels can then
protect the integrity and confidentiality of both requests for
DDoS traffic footprints (which are sent from a client to its
proxy and then to PathFinder monitors) and DDoS traffic
footprints themselves (which are delivered from monitors to
proxies and then to clients). Note that PathFinder employs
a trust model in which both proxies and monitors are
trustworthy. As a PathFinder proxy is to provide service to
multiple clients, it is closely monitored and well-protected.
And it is safe to assume that PathFinder monitors are not
ill-intentioned to provide false fingerprints; otherwise, the
AS hosting a malicious monitor is likely to be malicious
or compromised as a whole, in which case the attacker is
not going to waste his time generating false PathFinder
fingerprints as they are not nearly the worst trouble the
attacker can cause.

10.3 System Deployment

PathFinder addresses a critical missing gap of many DDoS
defense systems that often lack sufficient knowledge of
DDoS traffic footprints, including attack paths, bandwidth
consumption along each path, and the source addresses or
prefixes of DDoS traffic. Indeed, while the network com-
munity is moving towards a fine-grained DDoS defense
style (e.g., BGP FlowSpec [52]), the need of fine-grained
DDoS traffic footprint information becomes more urgent.
Moreover, PathFinder is deployment friendly. It employs an
architecture that is easy to implement and deploy on today’s
Internet; PathFinder monitors and proxies, in particular, can
be easily set up by their AS. The streaming and zooming
mechanisms of PathFinder further make it affordable to
deploy PathFinder. Also, the PFTrie data structure includes
multiple design features to allow a monitor to log traffic at
a line rate. Finally, we emphasize PathFinder is beneficial to
DDoS defense even when its deployment rate is relatively
low (Sec. 9.2.3).

11 CONCLUSIONS

While DDoS attacks have become more frequent and can
cause severe damage to services on the Internet, defense
against such attacks has often suffered from the lack of
relevant knowledge of the DDoS traffic. However, it is
challenging to grasp the topological nature of the DDoS
traffic while the attack is occurring: the DDoS traffic often
originates from many different locations, follows various
paths to reach the victim, sometimes carries spoofed source
addresses, and can be extremely dynamic. Currently, the
best options are various IP traceback or path inference
approaches, but they impose stringent demands to run
and deploy. We fill this gap by proposing the PathFinder
system as a service that a DDoS defense system can use
to obtain the footprints of the DDoS traffic to a victim,
including specifying many details of the footprints such as
whether the source address and/or bandwidth information
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is needed. In particular, PathFinder embraces an architecture
that not only eases its deployment in today’s Internet,
but also ensures it has a low cost (e.g., its on-demand
model) and is fast to meet the line rate of the packets it
must capture. It incorporates a PFTrie data structure that
introduces multiple design features to log traffic at a line
rate, as well as streaming and zooming mechanisms that
facilitate the storage and transmission of DDoS footprints
more efficiently.

In addition to building a pilot version of the PathFinder
system, we have performed substantial performance exper-
iments to characterize its effectiveness, speed, and costs.
These experiments show that PathFinder can deliver accu-
rate information about DDoS flows to a site under attack at
reasonable costs both to the systems gathering the data and
the defense system that consumes it. Our evaluation shows
that the PathFinder system is viable: Even with a low-end
desktop machine it only takes about 2.93 seconds to store
64 million unique IP addresses, or only 115 milliseconds
in total to check if they are previously stored, while the
memory and network overhead is manageable and scalable,
especially with the help of the streaming and zooming
mechanisms.
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